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Abstract 
Sets of inputs and outputs are defined for lumped power-conserving systems, and a set of 
inputs is defined to be consistent if the corresponding set of outputs can be written in terms of 
it. To find a set of state equations, dne needs a consistent set of inputs. Given one consistent 
set of inputs it is shown (1) how to test whether any other set of inputs is consistent, and 
(2) given a preference ordering on all sets of inputs with certain additional properties, how to 
find an optimal set. The algorithm for (2) is shown to be 0(m5)-time, where m is the number 
of external elements of the system. Its application is to finding optimal sets of state equations. 
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1. introduction 
Lumped power-conserving systems are very common in engineering modelling. Elec- 
trical networks, for example, are lumped power-conserving systems. So are bond graphs 
and (usually) block diagrams and signal flow graphs, all of which are described in [8]. 
Lumped power-conserving systems also occur in physics (for example, as models of 
simple harmonic oscillators) and have been described in areas as diverse as biology, 
chemistry and economics (see [16]). 
Lumped (as opposed to distributed) means that a system is modelled as a number 
of external elements with ideal connections between them. That is, only the properties 
of the external elements and the combinatorial structure of the interconnections matter. 
We need not worry about, for example, the speed of energy transfer, or capacitance 
effects in the interconnections. We will only consider one-port external elements in 
this paper. However, the reader can check that the results of Section 3 can easily be 
extended to multiport elements, while those of Section 5 can be extended to some mul- 
tiport elements. Since transformers and gyrators are power-conserving, we will assume 
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that any in the system are modelled as part of the interconnections between external 
elements - that is, as internal elements - and not as external elements. We will take 
power-conserving to mean that a system satisfies the following form of Tellegen’s the- 
orem. We will assume that the system has m external elements labelled bt, . . . , n, b and 
we will assume that each external element bi has two variables ei and A associated 
with it, representing the energy and coenergy variables in the external element, and 
called the eflort and flow, respectively. Then we say that the system satisfies Tellegen’s 
theorem if 
M 
- x CTit?iA = 0, (1) 
where (Ti = +l or - 1 according as the effort and flow are or are not taken as having 
the same direction through or across bi. (For electrical circuits it is usual to take 
the effort and flow directions to be the same for all external elements so that each 
Gi = 1.) This form of Tellegen’s theorem is proven for electrical networks in [ 121. 
The analogous result for bond graphs is proven in [lo]. Tellegen’s original result 
[ 171 is more general in form, but restricted to electrical circuits which do not contain 
transformers or gyrators. (The more general version of his result does not hold for 
networks with gyrators.) 
Shortly, we will make further (reasonable) assumptions about the systems we will 
deal with so that we can derive the results of the next three sections. However, in 
general, they can be linear or nonlinear, constant or time-varying, continuous or dis- 
continuous, deterministic or stochastic. 
In Section 2 we will see how sets of state equations can be formulated, and Sec- 
tion 3 will show how the inputs for a system can be rearranged for different equation 
formulations. Section 4 will show how to construct a preference ordering on the inputs 
of a system. Section 5 will show that this ordering has certain properties that allow us 
to construct a polynomial algorithm to find an optimal set of state equations. 
2. Formulation of state equations 
We need two further assumptions to be able to formulate state equations. We first 
need some definitions. A set of inputs x = (xl,. . .,x,,,)~ and the corresponding set of 
outputs y = (Yl,..., Y,)~ are column vectors such that for each i (1 <i <m) either 
Xi = ei and yi = $ or x; = h and yi = ei. The operators d, d-’ and z are defined by 
f 
ax. = !!2! 
’ dt' 
a-lxi = .I xi(Y) dy, and rxi = xi, 
0 
where t and y are variables representing time. 
The first assumption we make is that, for some set of inputs x, with corresponding 
outputs y, we can write an equation of the form 
Dx = f(y, t>> (2) 
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where D is a diagonal matrix each of whose entries is one of the operators 3, ?-’ or 
I, and .f is a function of the outputs y and time t. 
The second assumption we make is that, for some set of inputs x’ with corresponding 
outputs y’, we can write 
y’ = Qx’, (3) 
where Q is a matrix with real entries. We will call a set of inputs X’ consistent if we 
can write a set of equations of this form for it; otherwise we will call x’ inconsistent. 
Much work on systems theory has been devoted to finding equations of the form 
of (3). For electrical circuits without transformers or gyrators, these can be found 
from Kirchhoff s laws using the methods described, for example, in [ 141. For electrical 
networks with transformers and gyrators the problem is much harder. It is well known 
[ 18, 91 that the problem can be solved if a normal spanning forest can be found for the 
network. Recski [ 181 shows that finding a normal spanning forest is a special case of 
the linear two-polymatroid matching problem, which has been solved by LovAsz [ 131 
and more efficiently and more recently by Gabow and Stallmann [6]. For bond graphs, 
Lamb et al. [lo, 1 l] have described algorithms for finding equations of the form of 
(3). This paper will not consider further how to find such a set of equations, but only 
how to manipulate it once it is found. 
Notice that if the sets of inputs of Eqs. (2) and (3) are the same (i.e. if x’ = x), 
then we can write a set of equations 
Dx = g(x, t), (4) 
where g(x. t) =f(Qx, t). This is a set of state equations for the system. 
It is usually easy to write down equations of the form of (2). We can see this in the 
following example, which we will use later to illustrate some of the problems involved 
in formulating Eq. (4) above. Suppose voltage is represented by effort and current by 
flow in an electrical system containing a voltage source 61, a linear capacitor 62, a 
linear resistor 63 and a diode b4, represented by the equations 
eI = V(j sin(ot), e2 = Rf2, 
1 L 0 
e3 = - 
.I’ 
fdy) dy, and f4 = 
if - V, < e4 < Vf, 
c De4 otherwise. 
0 
We can represent the same system by replacing the second and third equations with 
1 
.A = -e2, 
R 
and h-C% 
Note that we cannot rearrange the equation associated with the voltage source or with 
the diode. One form of the capacitor’s equation is likely to be preferred over the other, 
but the resistor is equally well expressed in either form. 
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There are at least three possible approaches to formulating a set of state 
equations. 
(i) The usual approach is to choose a set of inputs x for which we know we can 
write a set of equations of the form of (2) then to try to write a set of equations 
of the form of (3) with x’ = x. The problem with this approach is that it fails if 
x is inconsistent. Then the best we can do is to start again with a different x for 
which we can write down equations of the form of (2). 
(ii) An alternative approach is to look for sets of equations of the forms of (2) and 
(3) without regard to whether x = x’, and then to try to rearrange eqs. (3) so that 
the vector y of Eq. 2 appears on the left. This approach will be an improvement 
on the first if it is easier to rearrange Eq. (3) than to formulate them. Section 3 
will describe how we can try to rearrange them. 
(iii) It is usually the case that we can write many sets of equations of the form of 
(2), but that we prefer some over others. For example, we might prefer one form 
because, as in the example above, it contains only differential rather than some 
integral equations. Or we might prefer one form because it gives better numerical 
accuracy in some simulation of the system. In general, we may suppose that there 
is some preference ordering on choices of inputs for the system, so that we wish 
to find an optimal set of inputs that is consistent. Section 4 will show how we 
might find, in practice, a preference ordering that has an additional property that 
we can use in Section 5 to devise an efficient algorithm to find an optimal set of 
state equations. 
3. Rearranging inputs 
Suppose we can write a set of equations of the form of (3). Then x’ is a consistent 
set of inputs. Now, suppose x is another set of inputs. Then we can suppose, without 
loss of generality, that 
x=(g, y=(e), x’ (5) 
Theorem 1. The equation 
(3 = Lgd (c-3 (6) 
can be expressed in the form 
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if and only if QI is nonsingulav. Moreover, if Q, is nonsingular, then 
Q'= [&+$&I. 
Proof. Suppose Eq. (6) can be expressed in the form 
(2) = [gg] (:) (7) 
for some Q{, Qi, Q$ and Qi. Put xz = 0. Then, from Eq. (6) XI = QIJJI and, from 
Eq. (7) yl = Q~x, for all x1 and yt. So xl = QrQ{xl for all values of XI. Hence. 
Qr Q’, = I and so Qt is nonsingular. 
Conversely, suppose that Qt is nonsingular. Then, from Eq. (6) XI = QIYI + QZXI. 
So YI = Q,‘x, - Q;‘Qzxz. So y2 = QlQ;‘x, + (Q4 - Q~Q:‘Qz)x2. 
Thus, Eq. (2) can be expressed as 
as required. 0 
How can we use this to try to formulate a set of state equations? First, we need 
a consistent set of inputs x’ and a set of equations of the form of Eq. (3). Then 
we need a set x of inputs corresponding to a set of equations of the form of Eq. (2). 
We can assume, without loss of generality, that x and x’ are written in the form of 
Eq. (5) because we can reorder the sets of equations if they are not. Thus, we can 
apply Theorem 1, and if x is shown to be consistent then we can use the theorem to 
write 
x = Q’y (8) 
and combine these with Eq. (2) to get a set of state equations. 
Two comments should be made at this point. First, the computational complexity of 
this method is clearly the same as that of inverting a matrix of size at most m x m, 
which (see [ 151) is at most O(m3). Since, for an electric circuit without transformers 
or gyrators. approach (i) can be implemented in at most O(m2)-time, the method I 
have just described is not the most efficient for such a circuit. However, it is more 
efficient than the repeated searches for normal spanning forests required for more gen- 
eral electrical networks. It is also at least as efficient as the causality methods for bond 
graphs described in [l I]. 
The second comment is that, since we have not used Tellegen’s Theorem in this 
section, the method is applicable to nonpower-conserving systems. 
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4. Optimal equation formulation 
This section will introduce two assumptions about the systems we deal with. It 
will use the example of Section 2 to illustrate why, regardless of how the external 
elements are interconnected, the assumptions will be reasonable for many systems. 
The assumptions will allow us to construct a weight function w on the consistent sets 
of inputs that has two important properties. The first, that w(xl) ~W(XZ) if x1 is at 
least as good a choice of inputs as x2, is obviously useful. The second is less obviously 
useful. Section 5 will derive it in Proposition 2, then show why it is useful. 
The first assumption is that, for each bi (1 <i<m), we can define ui to be one of ei, 
JI and vi to be the other so that ui is always at least as good a choice of input as vi. 
In the example of Section 2 we must choose as inputs the voltage across the voltage 
source and the current through the diode (unless we are prepared to go back and model 
these elements differently). Then (usually) we prefer the current through the capacitor 
to be an input, so that we get a differential equation in Eq. (2). Finally, we can choose 
either the voltage or the current to be the input for the resistor. The first assumption is 
usually reasonable given our assumption that all external elements are one-ports. One 
possible exception might be that if some element bi were a switch, we might wish the 
better choice of inputs to change when the position of the switch is changed. If we 
allow multiport elements, then this assumption will often remain reasonable - the most 
obvious exceptions are transformers and gyrators, which we assume to be modelled 
not as external elements but as part of the interconnections of our system. 
The second assumption is that, for some integer k 30, each external element bi 
(1 <id m) can be assigned a priority P(bi) in the range (0,. . . , k} such that the fol- 
lowing hold. 
(i) We always choose inputs of higher priority before those of lower priority. Thus, 
having one more input of priority j is better than having any number more of 
priority less than j. 
(ii) If P(b,) = 0 there is no preference for U, over ui as an input. 
Again, we can illustrate this with our example. We can choose VI = el, v2 = e2, 
v3 = f3 and 14 = f4, and clearly we should assign priorities as P(bl) = P(b4) = 2, 
P(b?) = 1 and P(b2) = 0. 
We now define rank functions on the external elements and on the set of sets of 
inputs as follows. For each j (1 <j < k), let nj be the number of external elements bi 
with P(bi) = j. Define a function p on (0,. . , k} recursively by putting p(O) = 0 and 
s-l 
P(S) = 1 + C nj&) (1 Gs dk). 
j=O 
We can define the rank of each external element bi by r(bi) = r(s) if P(bi) = s. Then 
we define the rank of a set x of inputs by 
(9) 
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where the first sum is over all bi such that ui is an element of x and the second 
sum is over all bi such that ui is an element of x. In our example we get p(bz) = 
0, p(b3) = 1 and p(h) = p(b4) = 2. Thus, del,ez,.f;,f;l)’ = ~(e~,.f?,.13~.f~)T = 
5, r(el,e2,e3,f4)T = r(el,f2,e3,J~)T = 3, r(J;,e~.f;,.f;r)~ = r(f;,f;,Ji,.f~)‘~ = 
r(el,e2,J;,e4)T = del,h,f3,e4) - , T - 1 etc. This tells us that the best choice of inputs 
is (er,e2,f;,f4)T or (el,.fi,f3,h) T. If neither of these turns out to be consistent, the 
next best choice is (et, e2,e3,,f4)T or (et, f2, es,,f;l)T, etc. 
The problem, in general, is to find a consistent set of inputs of largest rank, or 
equivalently a set of 
w(x) = 
{ 
4x) 
--x 
inputs of largest weight where the weight is defined by 
if x is consistent, 
otherwise. 
(10) 
5. An algorithm for optimal equation formulation 
Recall from Eq. (1) that 
where each cr, = 2~1. Now, define S = diag(a,,. ,cT,?~). Then clearly S’ = I, the 
identity matrix, and so S is nonsingular. Suppose, x’ = (XI,. ,x,,,)~ is a consistent 
set of inputs and y’ = (yr , . . . , Y,)~ is the corresponding set of outputs. Put A = 
[~iil,.,,, = SQ where Q is the matrix of Eq. (3). Then, for all values of x’, 
,,I 111 
C C lll,XjXi = (AX’) X’ = (SQX') t X' = (Sy’) X’ = 2 f7,ei.f; = 0 
/=I /=I i=l 
Thus, the coefficient of XiXj in the sum on the left is zero for all i and j. But if i = i 
this coefficient is aii, and if i # j, this coefficient is a,j + a;;. It follows that, for all i, 
j, a;( = 0 and a,- = -a,i, and so A is skew-symmetric. Now, suppose Qr is a principal 
submatrix of Q: that is, a submatrix obtained by deleting similarly indexed rows and 
columns of Q. And suppose Al and S1 are the corresponding principal submatrices of 
A and S. Then Al is skew-symmetric and 
det(Q,) = det(S:Ql) = det(StA,) = det(SI)det(At) = +det(Ar). 
Hence, (21 is nonsingular if and only if Al is nonsingular. 
What has all this to do with finding an optimal consistent set of inputs? Put A4 = 
{I,..., m} and, for JCM let XJ = (zI,..., z,?,)~ where z, = JJ! if i E J and z, =x, if 
i E A4 \J. (In particular, xa = x’.) Define also, for J C M, 
w(J) = W(XJ). (11) 
Then one (unsuccessful) approach to finding an optimal set of inputs would be the 
following (greedy) algorithm. Starting with J = o), add successive elements j t M \ J 
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to J, choosing at each step the element j that maximises w(J U {j}) and stopping 
if there is no j such that w(J U G}) 2w(J). However, in Section 3 we saw that XJ 
is consistent (and hence w(J) # -co) if and only if some matrix Qi is nonsingular, 
and we have just seen that Qi is nonsingular if and only if a certain skew-symmetric 
matrix of order IJ/ is nonsingular. Since (see [4]) every skew-symmetric matrix of odd 
order is singular, it follows that this method will fail at the first step. 
Now, suppose that, instead of trying to add just one element j to J in each step, we 
try to add the best pair of elements i, j. Then, it turns out that we obtain an algorithm 
that finds an optimal set of inputs. It is this algorithm that we will shortly describe more 
formally. We can show that the algorithm works by using combinatorial properties of 
skew-symmetric matrices that are readily obtainable by extending the results of Brill 
[ 1, 21 and Heymans [7]. However, it is convenient to use more recent independent 
work on A-matroids. 
To describe the algorithm more formally, we will need some more notation. If A 
and B are sets, we define A n B = (A U B) \ (A n B). This operation is sometimes called 
the Boolean sum or symmetric difSerence of A and B. Note that a is associative and 
commutative, and that A n {x} n {x} = A. 
The following algorithm constructs a set J. The set of inputs XJ is the required 
optimal consistent set. Note that i is in the range of possible values for j in step 
4 and so w(J) never decreases. Note also that we can find w(J D {i} n {j}) in 
step 4 from Eq. (11) using the test for consistency of xJ~{~)~{,~I developed in 
Section 3. 
Algorithm 1 
1. J=& N=M. 
2. while N # 8 
3. choose i E N. 
4. choose j E N with w(J n {i} D {j}) as large as possible. 
5. J = J n {i} LI {j}. 
6. N = N \ {j}. 
7. end while. 
It remains to prove that XJ constructed by Algorithm 1 really is optimal. To do 
this we need another result. Bouchet [3, Section 41 makes essentially the following 
definitions. Suppose A is an m x m matrix and A4 = { 1,. . . , m}. For X C M, let 
A(X) be the principal submatrix of A indexed by X. Let P(A) = {X : X CM and 
A(X) is non-singular}. Using a result of Bouchet [3, 4.11, Wenzel [19, Example (ii)] 
shows that if A is skew-symmetric, F = P(A) satisfies the following strong exchange 
axiom. 
(SEA) For Fi , F2 E 9 and e E FL D F2, there exists f E (FI D F2) \ {e} such that 
Fl n {e, f} E F and F2 n {e, f} E 9. 
Since F(Q) = F(A), it follows immediately that F = F(Q) also satisfies (SEA). 
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Proposition 2. Let M = { 1,. . . ,m} and let w : M ---) R u {-x} be the ,fimction de- 
,fined in Eq. (11). Then the following hold. 
(VfIl) There exists some J CM with w(J) # --x. 
(VA2) For J1, J2 CM with w(Jl) # -cc und w(J2) # --x, undfor ever?] i E JI AJ,, 
there exists some j E (51 A Jz) \ {i} such that 
Proof. Since xa = x’ is consistent, w(8) # --cxj; so (Vnl) holds. 
Suppose, JI, 52 CM with w(Ji) # - cm and w(J2) # -oc. Then XJ, and x,J2 are 
consistent, and so JI E ,9(Q) and JZ E F(Q). Suppose further that i E JI A Jz. Then, 
by (SEA), there exists j E (JI A J*) \ {i} such that JI A {i} A {,j> t .B(Q) and 
J2 n {i} n {j} E .S(‘). Now, for some r; = fl and Tj = i I, 
W(JI A {i} A {j}) = I + z,r(i) + z/r(j). 
It is easy to check also that 
w(Jl A {i} A {j}) = w(J2) - sir(i) - s,t-( j). 
Hence, 
~(JI A {i} A {j}) + w(J2 A {i} A {j}) = I + w(J2). 
Thus (Vn2) holds (with equality in Eq. (12)). q 
To show that Algorithm 1 finds an optimal set of inputs we observe that it is 
essentially the same as the optimisation procedure described by Dress and Wenzel [5, 
(OP)], which is shown to find a set .J maximising w(J) provided (VA]) and (Vn2) 
hold for M and w. And w has been defined so that if J CM maximises w(J), then x.1 
is a consistent set of inputs of maximum rank, as required. 
We end this section by showing that Algorithm 1 is polynomial. We can calculate 
r(b,) for all i (1 <i <m) in O(m)-time before we implement the algorithm. It is easy 
to check that, for J C M, we can calculate T(XJ) in O(m)-time and check that x.1 
is consistent in 0( 1J13) time by determining if some matrix Qr is nonsingular as in 
Section 3. Thus, for J CM and i, j E M, we can find w(xJnli}n{i>) in O(m3)-time. 
Clearly, the while-loop in Algorithm 1 takes m iterations for completion, and in each 
iteration we must calculate w(x~~(~)~(,)) for m values of j. Thus, the algorithm is 
polynomial and can be implemented in 0(m5)-time. 
6. Conclusion 
We have seen how to generate an optimal set of state equations for a lumped power- 
conserving system given a consistent set of inputs and a weight function MJ satisfying 
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Eq. (12). This paper has not considered here how to find a consistent set of inputs. That 
problem is explored for electrical networks in [18], and for bond graphs in [lo, 111. 
Section 4 showed how if we make certain assumptions about the system, we can 
define a rank function, which gives a weight function w defined in Section 5. This 
leaves open the question of how to deal with systems in which we cannot make these 
assumptions. Can we deal with such systems in the same way? Or can we modify 
the algorithm for them? One of the assumptions we made was that all the external 
elements were one-ports. Is it possible to generalise the results easily to multiports? 
Can some multiports be dealt with by ‘decomposing’ them into two-port transformers, 
two-port gyrators and multiport elements that can be dealt with in a similar manner to 
the one-port elements dealt with here? 
Another question is how to implement the algorithm in practice. Given that it is 
O(&), it is most practical to implement it as a computer program, combined with 
some algorithm to generate an initial consistent set of inputs. It may still be useful to 
try to make the algorithm more efficient. In many cases there may be many ‘good’ sets 
of state equations and it may be sufficient to find just one of them. Can the algorithm 
be replaced by a more efficient heuristic that finds such a ‘good’ set of state equations? 
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